Hartung, Small: the can or bag of worms

The U of I Board of Regents have
largely university officials to collect
the $102 million for education by
the U of I Administrative Hearing
Board. The fee is not
reflected.

The university's regents A.L. Allred,
analyzed the board, the
frequency of this practice, which
wrote, "This advice would have
benefit."

Oral of our new and opening young professionals. Molly
has been discussing the diversity
problem.

The extended titles of today's paper has been greeted with a
duration ofaras. Paper is 4.

Get a sneak preview of the U of I's student union news and
features on our website.

The paper will now have a因为 page for all those people
who can't read and sometimes for those who can.

Fees out to get you

As an increase of over $50 is
expected annually, the protest
is small. President Hartung and
his administration are in favor of
applying the same methodology by
the legislature to the university.

Although University Budget Officer
Rose Halvorson has said that
increasing the student fee would be
the "wrong thing to do at this
moment.

"It’s not the most

worthwhile," Hartung said in
an interview. "Curriculum change is
very, very
different.

He added, "This is a result of a
move in curriculum and current
Governor.

Aldred said no in-depth study
has been made of the possibility of
having such a fee, and he indicated
that he would not be interested in
the fee if it were to be raised.

It is a move on December 10
that Larry Jules, Chief of the
Instructor's Union, has been
protesting.

President Sherman
Carter wrote "We are trying to
increase the income by finding
new, non-fiscal sources of
fi-
cance," increasing fees.
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Andrus' budget
Boise-Governor Cecil D. Andrus said Idaho Legislature has "major concern" of Idaho's education budget, because "credit hours" are "still missing badly." But added, "The degree of health, however, is relative in the state of the national economy. Then the cost is obvious." Andrus proposed a general fund increase of $2,213,850, or 8.8 percent over the current budget. "It is a balanced budget," the governor said, "and no increase in state funds will be needed." He indicated two think of the Power failure closes library
The U of I Library was closed late Sunday night through Tuesday because the transformer burned out and officials said. As a result, the Library is operating on two-thirds power, reduced hours and lights and was open during the day hours, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. These conditions and will last until the burned transformer is repaired. Library Director Warren Owens indicated, which might be for a few weeks.
"There's never been a problem this major since I've been here, 1969, according to Owens. He said the Library has a consistently closed-off schedule, but those were occasions when the rest of the university was also closed.
The telephone service was in operation while the building was closed, he said, because there was a separate emergency battery system. Owens and two associate Library directors, Richard Beck and Stanley Shappel, were on duty to keep the Library in order and answer questions callers.
But the doors were closed mainly because of safety problems according to Owens. For example, he said, "the moonlighting is on the second floor, so in the event of a large fire or large explosion, it would be difficult to get anybody out of the building. The fire would have spread quickly and there would be a lot of smoke and heat." Owens said. "The physical plan did a splendid job of keeping the fire to the emergency," Owens said.

Boise — The Idaho Legislature's Joint Finance and Appropriations Committee was held Tuesday hearings this week to try to close up a $4 million state budget shortfall that was in the 1978 session.

The legislation took all of a flying start in its first week last week of work and introduction of measures.

But committee chairman Richard High of Twin Falls said he was able to hold hearings on the budget before the session started, the committee met about 10 days.

The committee held three brief hearings last week. It opened the whole week hearing the budget presents witnesses from state officials.

The Senate received 31 bills and five resolutions, while the House received 30 bills. One bill passed the Senate and went to the House. It is a bill passed by the last session.

Governor Cecil Andrus gave the legislature a massive package of legislation in his "State of the State Message" a week ago and the legislature has gone along with in producing them as a matter of cour-
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Bilco - The Idaho Supreme Court has ruled there was a flaw in a search warrant that led to arrest of a state trooper in Canyon County and eventual conviction of two persons he arrested.

The court reversed convictions of Jose Luis Oropeza and Gall Ann Oropeza and ordered the case returned to District Court. In a three to two decision released the afternoon, the court said the defendants' "right to suppress the evidence should have been granted since the search, which disclosed the heroin in a car, was allowed by an improper search warrant."

Arguments Allan骧ed and Joseph McFadden discerned. They contended initial U.S. Supreme Court decisions do not require such ex parte to be suppressed. The dissent also said the U.S. Supreme Court has held the Idaho or even statements "A search and seizure made as incident and base of a criminal investigation" and that "they should not be judged in an inquiry into an essay contest."

The U of I Library was closed late Sunday night through Tuesday because the transformer burned out and officials said. As a result, the Library is operating on two-thirds power, reduced hours and lights and was open during the day hours, from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. These conditions and will last until the burned transformer is repaired. Library Director Warren Owens indicated, which might be for a few weeks.

"There's never been a problem this major since I've been here, 1969, according to Owens. He said the Library has a consistently closed-off schedule, but those were occasions when the rest of the university was also closed.

The telephone service was in operation while the building was closed, he said, because there was a separate emergency battery system. Owens and two associate Library directors, Richard Beck and Stanley Shappel, were on duty to keep the Library in order and answer questions callers.

But the doors were closed mainly because of safety problems according to Owens. For example, he said, "the moonlighting is on the second floor, so in the event of a large fire or large explosion, it would be difficult to get anybody out of the building. The fire would have spread quickly and there would be a lot of smoke and heat." Owens said. "The physical plan did a splendid job of keeping the fire to the emergency," Owens said.

Boise- The Idaho Supreme Court has ruled there was a flaw in a search warrant that led to arrest of a state trooper in Canyon County and eventual conviction of two persons he arrested.

The court reversed convictions of Jose Luis Oropeza and Gall Ann Oropeza and ordered the case returned to District Court. In a three to two decision released the afternoon, the court said the defendants' "right to suppress the evidence should have been granted since the search, which disclosed the heroin in a car, was allowed by an improper search warrant."

Arguments Allan骧ed and Joseph McFadden discerned. They contended initial U.S. Supreme Court decisions do not require such ex parte to be suppressed. The dissent also said the U.S. Supreme Court has held the Idaho or even statements "A search and seizure made as incident and base of a criminal investigation" and that "they should not be judged in an inquiry into an essay contest.

Exchange approved

A graduate exchange program which would allow Idaho graduate students to do graduate work in other states at no cost was approved in principle by the Board of Regents last week.

If U of Idaho President Ernst Hartung had proposed Idaho enter this program, which would allow our cur- rent students to enter Idaho schools, with most other western. The same student would probably be included - considerably programs remarkable. This year. Hartung proposed 29 UI graduate programs in psychology which can easily accept students and which would provide a unique opportunity to students at least in science.

These included six doctoral programs in all the university's engineering areas, and anthropology and one in Vocational Education which would lead to a professional certification. The other programs, en-
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WELCOME BACK! Here are three of our Best Selling systems, guaranteed to satisfy your sonic cravings!

REPEAT OF A SELLOUT!

MARANTZ

We sound better.

BIC

MULTIPLE PLAY MANUAL TURNTABLES

ADVENT

Large Advent Loudspeakers in Utility Cabinet
Marantz 1060 amplifier
BIC 940 turntable with base and dust cover
Empire 2000E-111 cartridge

Total Retail Value $672

STEREOCRAFT PRICE $499

A Warmer Performer

Harman/Kardon 330-B am/fm stereo receiver
RTX Model EXP-8 loudspeakers
Garrard 440-M turntable
Pickering V13-ATE magnetic cartridge

Total Retail Value $495
STEREOCRAFT PRICE $379

The Blue Chip

Harman/Kardon model 430 am/fm stereo receiver
Large Advent loudspeakers
Pioneer PL12-R-11 manual turntable
Empire 2000E-III diamond cartridge

Total Retail Value $737
STEREOCRAFT PRICE $599

Expand or improve your system, and save $$!

TEAC A-170

Features
Record and playback level controls; mic and head-
phone jacks; Dolby noise reduction. With the pur-
chase of the TEAC A-170 or any Dolby Deck, we'll sell
10 TDK SAC 90 Tapes that would normally list for
$52.90, for just $39.95.

TM Dolby Labs

COUPON SPECIALS

TDK SD TAPES 25% off
Limit 6
List Sale
SD C-60 $2.69 $1.99
SD C-90 $3.99 $2.99

KOSS HEADPHONES

List Sale
limit 1
HV-1 $44.95 $29.95

Cartridge Audio Technica

List Price
At 13 EA
Sale

$65.00 $29.95
$29.95 $29.95

Preener

List Price
Sale

$5.95 $3.99
Needed: St. George

Writing about things which have already occurred and about which you can do nothing seems quite unierrr for editorial conrritory, but in the area of housing problems it seems as if there is no viable alternative.

The housing problem has grasped the Moscow community for as long as students have attended the university. The problem is complex, diverse, a many-headed monster out of control by any one person or group. Basically the monster might be better understood by an examination of two of its most visible fronts.

HEAD the 1st

Lack of student housing and the high cost of which that is available. Again the realization here is that we can do little except write about it.

Landing a room has a valid point of view. The cost of land, contractors and building supplies plus a tight money market do not induce them to build more units even though the demand of housing is high.

For as high a cost of the rentals, only the thing which might possibly reduce it would be a shortage of students wanting housing. This is not likely, but it does bring into an examination of the second head possessed by our ever-present monster. 

HEAD the 2nd

The university could reduce the number of students actively seeking off-campus housing by increasing the amount of housing on campus. This is an interesting question of how the administration manages student moncters and interiors.

Are students really more interested in the erection of athletic palaces and shopping centers, than they would be in the construction of very necessary living space?

Do students wonder why large living halls are converted into faculty office buildings and Alumni Centers, or are they even aware of this happening?

About the only thing on this campus which would produce a greater percentage of income return for investment dollar than any industry on this college campus, is the University Library.

TheArnolda call on the local landlords (in the interest of community development, the university should enter into the interest of the students they serve), and the student senate (in the interest of God knows what), to rally and appoint a local St. George to take a VACCAT at a very old monstrosity.

Vandal Place

by MIKE STAMPER

Welcome back citizens! Moscow's favorite rabbler represents the scores at both you and me. I would guess that many of you are ready to say that we should never have named the university of Idaho the University of Financial Inconvenience.

I would like to encourage all of you who are interested in this type of job; and who really try to seek a personally rewarding job on campus to apply for this position.

Vandal Place

by MICHAEL KOESEMAN

Tightened I made the resident of being a($('W') it his Vandal Place Miss pageant. A brief statement was all. In the minimum requirements, several young ladies demad in what were more, in which we keep all, and with rifles of course only called 

We live in a country which is still very much involved in war and the degree of its offensive potential. This is true to social and economic effects, and thereby the country is an integrr of this entire.

No, the Vandal Miss pageant, for the most part, is not about being the吐at of the country. But depicting it in a funny way, this is in many ways any woman in any do illustrate a very bright pic-

They were and are after much more than the image of a sexual object or a war and the degree of its offensive potential. This is true to social and economic effects, and thereby the Philippines are an integrr of this entire.

The Vandal Miss pageant, for the most part, is not about being the吐at of the country. But depicting it in a funny way, this is in many ways any woman in any do illustrate a very bright pic-
"Warwick in Wonderland" by KM SMITH

Reflections of a college graduate

David Warwick was recently chosen to become the youngest member of the board of the renowned academic journal, "Warwick in Wonderland." However, despite his young age, Mr. Warwick has already made significant contributions to the field of engineering, particularly in the area of renewable energy systems. He is known for his innovative ideas and his ability to think outside the box.

"Secrecy put down a program as a 'bad idea'," said Dr. Henry, the University President. "I really think that you must be careful in making such decisions." Dr. Henry was referring to Mr. Warwick's proposal to incorporate renewable energy systems into the university's infrastructure.

Mr. Warwick, who is an avid advocate for renewable energy, agreed with Dr. Henry's concerns. He acknowledged that there are many challenges associated with integrating renewable energy systems into existing infrastructure. Nevertheless, he remains committed to the idea and is working with a team of experts to address these challenges.

"I am confident that we can overcome these challenges," said Mr. Warwick. "We have a strong team of experts and we are committed to making this happen." Mr. Warwick's dedication and passion for renewable energy have earned him the respect of his peers and the university community.

In conclusion, Mr. Warwick's selection as the youngest member of the board of "Warwick in Wonderland" is a testament to his intelligence, dedication, and passion for renewable energy. His contributions to the field are sure to be felt for years to come.
The time you have been awaiting has arrived! We are holding our Annual Sacrifice Sale of demos, close-outs, one-of-a-kinds, and some slightly damaged units. Come in and check these out. Here are a few examples:

**AUDIO COMPONENTS**

- **SONY TC228 DELUXE BTX RECORDER**
  List $229† SACRIFICE PRICE—$99†

- **BSK TD80 4 Channel BTX Playback Deck**
  List 199† SACRIFICE PRICE—179†

- **PIONEER CS700 12"-3 way Loudspeakers**
  List 199† SACRIFICE PRICE—179†

- **AMON EG3 12"-3 way Loudspeakers**
  System List 500† SACRIFICE PRICE—399†

- **ALTEC STONEHENGE I Floor Standing Spkr.**
  List 299† SACRIFICE PRICE—225†

- **MARANTZ IMPEQ 10"-2 way Loudspeakers**
  List 139† SACRIFICE PRICE—99†

- **MARIANTZ 2230 AM-FM Receiver**
  List 399† SACRIFICE PRICE—299†

- **TOSHIBA SA300 AM-FM Receiver**
  List 199† SACRIFICE PRICE—150†

**CAR STEREO**

- **SANYO FT401 Cassette Deck with F.F.**
  List 59† SACRIFICE PRICE—45†

- **SANYO FT453 Cassette with Auto-Reverse**
  List 119† SACRIFICE PRICE—90†

- **SANYO FT868 AM-FM BTX Indash**
  List 179† SACRIFICE PRICE—140†

- **SANKYO FT819 8 Track with F.F. & Repeat**
  List 59† SACRIFICE PRICE—45†

- **PIONEER TP700 FM & 8 Track Deluxe**
  List 119† SACRIFICE PRICE—90†

**PORTABLES**

- **TOYO CH-317 STEREO & TRACK AC-DC**
  List 64† SACRIFICE PRICE—50†

- **DH-55 AM-FM Cassette AC-DC**
  List 74† SACRIFICE PRICE—49†

---

**WHAT'S THE PLUS? A RICIDULOUS PRICE—**

- **TOSHIBA SA-504 Receiver with 70 RMS Channel + AT III Cartridge**
  List 317† SACRIFICE PRICE—229† (Add 2 more for sound—$180†)

- **Your choice of PIONEER PL320 or PHILLIPS GA427 Portable**

**UNHAPPY WITH THE SOUNDS YOU'RE GETTING?**

Then bring your turntable-cartridge combination to us on Friday the 16th between 10 - 6 and let the expert running the SHURE CARTRIDGE CLINIC check it out.

**NEED A NEW CARTRIDGE? TRY THIS!**

**SHURE 595ED List—595† NOW-315†**

**TURNTABLE SACRIFICES: PHILLIS GA427 - Belt Drive - Auto Shut-Off - Complete With Base, Dustcover & ATTIE List—164† - 990†**

**PHILLIS GA212 - Electrical Control - Rated "A Best Buy" Complete with Cover, Stanton 68 EEE - List—271† - 219†**

We are pleased to announce the addition of KHL to our many brands & we now have their speakers at special introductory prices.

- **331 - 8 inch 2 way List 89† each—150† pair
- **317 - 10 inch 2 way List 106† each—180† pair
- **363 - 10 inch 3 way List 199† each—300† pair
- **354 - 12 inch 3 way List 239† each—400† pair**

**FINANCIAL AVAILABLE**

**95 DAYS SAME AS CASH**

*On approved credit - minimum down*
It's budget time again, and every department in the state of Idaho is planning for more money—most especially the educational institutions, which are expected to be hard hit this year.

In his budget presentation to the legislature, Governor Cecil Andrus cut the U of I's budget from $24 million to $22 million, over $1 million. The legislature, at U of I President Ernest Horting said, "be "fit to pay" if the legislature does not bend on the support.

The other Idaho institutions of higher learning are also undergoing financial difficulties, and they will be using other means to secure what they consider a balanced budget.

Charles Kopl, Acting President at Idaho State University, used a football approach, citing "a balance sheet" and emphasizing the importance of completed programs and extended educational programs as examples of programs.

John Barnes at Boise State University was more optimistic, saying that the legislature's Education Committee was "as strong as its gets," but he did withdraw from the PEO and Boise.

Barnes, who is optimistic, was more optimistic in his approach, starting off the effectiveness of the Legislature and "there's not a need for concern.

The Idaho state legislature is currently working through the budget. The legislature is working through the budget.

Barnes' prepared new programs included new degrees in physics, secondary education, construction management, and a new education program in educational television.

In the past two or three years, the legislature was asked for funding for two major Idaho institutions. The legislature has been reluctant to fund these projects. The legislature has been reluctant to fund these projects.

But the new request for funding for two major Idaho institutions. The legislature has been reluctant to fund these projects. The legislature has been reluctant to fund these projects.

Two new degrees in physics, secondary education, construction management, and a new educational program in educational television are projects the legislature has been reluctant to fund these projects. The legislature has been reluctant to fund these projects.

The program expansion money requests for the last two or three years, including expansion of the Idaho university system, "(Title IX is explainable)." Dan Plassen, and a $100,000 request for increased tuition, to cover the cost of increased enrollment and "scary acquisition, the occupancy of a new building, and legal costs.

Finally, Dalew at Lewis-Clark State College reported that last year's appropriation "enabled us to fulfill many of our prior priority needs, and have the last chance to be made.

The 1983 budget is expected to be worked out in the next three or four months.
Competition begins with Junior Misses

The young women are judged on poise and appearance, creative and performing arts and a youth theme reaction, all performed at the pageant. Other categories for choosing finalists include a judge's interview and scholastic achievements which are tallied before the pageant warm-up. Theninger are divided into four groups of eight. Last night two different groups performed poise and appearance, creative and performing arts and youth and fitness. Tonight the remainder of the contestants will perform the same competition. On Saturday night, the eight semi-finalists will be announced. The young women will then repeat their creative and performing arts presentations and the page and appearance division. Idaho’s Junior Miss will be crowned at the end of the evening.

Events

by CHARLES REITH

On Campus

Square Dancing
Square dancing at the Presbyterian Church on Hill South Van Buren Avenue Saturday at 7 p.m. with refreshments following.

Dance Marathon
Dance-all-night donation dance marathon to be held at the SBS Tuesday from 9 a.m. to midnight. Proceeds will be donated to the Student Research Committee. For information call 406-549.9006.

Movie and Music

Micro-Telethon: Paying 10 cents at the Micro-Telethon is the Salvation Army’s way of helping the needy. This year, the church is asking for donations to the Salvation Army. On Sunday and Monday, the classic movie “Henry and June” will be featured at the Henry Hotel. Other movies to be shown include The Elder Scrolls Online: TES V—Skyrim, The Elder Scrolls Online: Morrowind and The Elder Scrolls Online: Oblivion. All profits from the Micro-Telethon will be used to help families in need.

Ayn Rand Quotations
Two quoted of the late producer have come true. His book of art and freedom which has been questioned, compiled and rewritten, 70 years later. The book, “Atlas Shrugged,” written by Ayn Rand in 1957, has been a source of inspiration for many people. Rand’s philosophy of individualism and the role of the government have been debated for years. The book’s themes, including the role of technology and government intervention, continue to be relevant today.

Sourdough Pancake Breakfast
The Sourdough Pancake Breakfast will begin Saturday, January 29th, at 9 a.m. The breakfast will be held at the SBS Building on 2nd Street. The event will be open to the public.

Community

Idaho’s Junior Miss Pageant
Idaho’s Junior Miss Pageant will be held at the Moscow Tavern and Saturday, June 18th, at 7 p.m. All interested students are invited.

City Library sets kids’ show

The Moscow Library’s Spring series of films for children, “The Tropic Thunder,” will be shown at the Moscow Library on Saturday, March 19th, at 10 a.m.

Afternoon practice and setting up for pageant

The Moscow Leash County Library’s Spring series of films for children, “The Tropic Thunder,” will be shown at the Moscow Library on Saturday, March 19th, at 10 a.m.

Rathskellers Inn

Two Bands
Mon Tues Thurs
180 Proofs
Wed Fri Sat
Monday
All Idaho Night
No Cover!!

Moscow Hotel dynamic dining
ting at

Enjoy our scrumptious

Breakfasts from 6:30-11:00 daily
Lunches from 11:00-2:00 daily
Dinners from 5:00-10:00 daily

Saturday Family Dinners 12:00-4:30
Choose Delectable Treats from our Sunday Buffet
12:30-4:30
in addition experience our
Fish & Seafood-O-Rama
every Friday from
5:00-8:00
Students invited to go abroad

in England; anyone the pass to archeological dig in Israel; over France by studying its Gothic and other
college credits may be obtained by

integrated course in architecture, art and environmental studies in
England.

London, the course will include seven weeks of study related to an
English family, one week staying with their family and living in
three week homestay
visiting and walks of fields trips

some experiences in England and Scotland.
A charter flight will leave Vancouver, British Columbia, March 11
for London, and two return dates are available, June 19 or July 24.
In
arrangements are also possible through the U.S. and Canadian
Yeshivah Fund, Bureau said. This summer, courses in archeology, comparative religion and
the history of modern Israel will benefit the U of I study abroad
program in the Jewish Studies.

Arranged through the Northwest Council on Study Abroad (NCSA),
of which the University is a member, the Israel Study Tour Program will run from June
23 through Aug. 17. A departure, overnight orientation session will be held May 22-23 in
Maryland Education Center near Portland, Ore., to discuss all aspects of the program.
Those who enroll will live in Jerusalem, spending the first week
living and studying the life style in a kibbutz near the Dead Sea and the final
week participating in an archeological dig. Field trips are planned
in Jepticho, the Sea of Galilee and Qumran, at the site of the
Dead Sea Scrolls.

Qumran will be held in Beid, a student center in the Dead Sea Scrolls.
Program faculty will include instructors from several Northwest
universities and local teachers.

Students interested in participating in the program should contact

TACO TIME
Get Your ALL NEW CARTOON GLASSES
at TACO TIME
All New Collectors Series. 16 Characters. Where They Last!
With Pepsi

Empty

49¢

39¢

401 W. 6th

"Tom" From
Tom & Jerry

Welcome Back Students
Last Two Days of Yellow Triangle Sale

Welcome Back Students
Last Two Days of Yellow Triangle Sale

Biggest Sale in the
PALOUSE EMPIRE

Savings from 10% to 50%
in all our Departments
Mens
Boys
Shoes
Ready to Wear
Children
Housewares

LOOKING FOR SOME EXCITEMENT??
KLAQ FM is looking for news reporters. Do you think you might want to get into the exciting and fast-paced world of news reporting? If so, we need you! We are looking for a hardworking, enthusiastic, and talented news reporter to join our team. If you are passionate about journalism and eager to make a difference in the community, apply for the position today! For more information, please visit our website or contact us directly. Don't miss out on this opportunity to become part of our team! 882-0320

COLLEGE STUDENTS GET FREE CHECKING ACCOUNTS

NIGHTLINE offers crisis service

by VAN HOOKER

May 13, 1976

"We are our brother's keeper." This was written by Charlie Griffith, president of Moscow's Nightline, in response to a question-

For Nightline's purposes, which are seen in various places around campus and downtown, is the phone, "A way to help someone out and to help you," Charlie feels that is what Nightline is.

The founders of the organization, Garth Bush and Rich Gertson, are
drawn from areas of need which Nightline would reach out to one area of

which the information clearing house for

people to specific agencies

for help. It's a smaller, though equally important, need for individuals to find

out the truth about common misconceptions, and it's the primary

need of responding to the three
dependent emotional needs of individuals.

They decided to operate the crisis service during evening hours because

communication services are unavailable at those times.
The hours are 5 to 10 p.m., 7 to 10 a.m. are

served.

Nightline currently provides five areas of service. They deal with crisis

counseling, general information, mental counseling, and crisis counseling.

Preparing Nightline counselors are supervised by nurse and

Mount's Health personnel, and they must pass the presenters before
to be trained.

In the interview, they are notable to

and responsiveness to problems. Training gives the volunteer

operates a feeling of what to expect,

but there are no other programs han-
dult similar situations and gives them

with a volunteer counselor.

"Potential suicide calls are

dependently as the increase," Charlie said.

"One possible explanation is

that there isn't anything for people to join or get involved in anywhere such

as clubs or organizations.

Charlie said that suicides often

originate from a person feeling that

the world is against him.

"I'd say that the greatest thing is loneliness and depression."

Nightline volunteers get one

per semester in Psychology 499, a
defined course study of the

ity, or a post fast basis. Staff mem-

bers are expected to attend training

and meetings at regular
times. Attendance at a

night session is required.

Both volunteers and funding are

served by Nightline. Volunteers

work by their own choice and

are on call nights, with live
classes and parsons available.

Donations have been

made for the church, and any

needs would help people.

The main function of Nightline

is to meet crises.

Spend Spring break in Reno!

Are you interested in excitement,
gambling and sight-seeing? Then why

not spend spring break this year in

Reno.
The U of I Alumni Association is offering

a get away from it all

package at John Anacchi's Nugget,

118 W. 2nd Street.

Included in the package is lodging

in a room at the Nugget's Lodge, a
deal room and bar, breakfast, lunch

eight, and dinner at Ascuaga's

lodge, with a guided tour to Carson City and

Lake Tahoe, two movie evenings at

a Nugget Cinema Room cocktail

rooms, breakfast or lunch at any
cafe dining room at the

Nugget, plus one of a free bus

to downtown Reno.

Prices for the package is $570 per

person based on double occupancy, add

$50 for single.

Interested alumni, students, staff and friends should con-

cat the Alumni Office at 885-4154 for additional information and

registration materials.

Spend Spring break in Reno!
Vandals face the Bulldogs
by MICHAEL HAMMCKE
The mighty Vandals will be traveling to the big city of Spokane, Washington. They will be challenging the auspicious Gonzaga University's Bulldogs. This encounter is a crucial one in the Big Sky Conference. It will be held at Kennedy Pavilion. Game time tonight is 8:05 p.m.
Coach Jarvis of the Vandals is concerned with his team's strategy. The coach noted, "The lack of consistency keeps jumping up and biting us just when we think things are going our way." He also included that, "We must start winning on the road!"

Favre-Coopman, Steve Weiss has regained his old shooting form. With the scoring leader for the fighting Vandal's over 13 games and running fast on Chuck Whip's (1964-65) all time scoring record. He has 3,195 points, compared to 1,135 by Whip. The Vandals' shooting percentages have continued to improve, and rebounding has also shown improvement.

Women's team basketball
Added depth and height plus the experience of returning seniors led to 5-10 forward Darcy Aldrich from Oregon, and 6-1 center Ann Harvey from Anchorage, Alaska, should give a young team some strength for Idaho's women's basketball team. Aldrich attacked their буду for the scoring and rebounding titles later in the season, Whips had 61 points per game average and pulled down 207 rebounds in 17 games. Harvey added an average of 8.7 points and had a total of 177 rebounds.

Rugby has high hopes
Three experienced rugby players at the University of Idaho have submitted a proposal to Athletic Director, Lance Greens, to form a rugby team at this institution. Steve Skelly, Tom Davis and Bob Thomas are attempting to have rugby officially recognized as a college sport at the U of I on a trial basis.

Part of their plan is to generate a high level of student interest and participation in rugby. "Student interest," said Steve Skelly, "will only come if our athletic and campus officers with the athletic department." 

Skelly, who played rugby at the U of C in Denver, says the rugby is an extremely "social" sporting event, one in which the traditional separation between spectator and competitor has been overcome. It is tradition in the sport that a party to be held after each game. A party is in which in and off the park take.

"Almost every university and college on the west coast has a rugby team," said Skelly. "Since the team is monitored and interest high, I believe we should consider reactivating the sport." 

The primary need at this time, Skill says, is a rugby player with international experience to help coach the back three.

Students, faculty or Moscow residents interested in the formation of a U of I rugby team are encouraged to contact Skelly, Davis or Thomas at 885-1827 for more information.

Outdoor series
The ASU Outdoor Program is beginning a series of live day cross-country ski lessons. These lessons are free of charge and will be held on Saturdays throughout January and early February. The lessons will be held in the S. J. N. Natural Forest and is open for participation to all students.

Interested students should sign up at the Outdoor Program Center in the Student Union Building.

Vandal football vs. Eastern Washington University
The Vandals will be traveling to the city of Spokane, Washington. They will be challenging the powerful Gonzaga University's Bulldogs. This encounter is a crucial one in the Big Sky Conference. It will be held at Kennedy Pavilion. Game time tonight is 8:05 p.m.
Coach Jarvis of the Vandals is concerned with his team's strategy. The coach noted, "The lack of consistency keeps jumping up and biting us just when we think things are going our way." He also included that, "We must start winning on the road!"

Favre-Coopman, Steve Weiss has regained his old shooting form. With the scoring leader for the fighting Vandal's over 13 games and running fast on Chuck Whip's (1964-65) all time scoring record. He has 3,195 points, compared to 1,135 by Whip. The Vandals' shooting percentages have continued to improve, and rebounding has also shown improvement.

Women's team basketball
Added depth and height plus the experience of returning seniors led to 5-10 forward Darcy Aldrich from Oregon, and 6-1 center Ann Harvey from Anchorage, Alaska, should give a young team some strength for Idaho's women's basketball team. Aldrich attacked their буду for the scoring and rebounding titles later in the season, Whips had 61 points per game average and pulled down 207 rebounds in 17 games. Harvey added an average of 8.7 points and had a total of 177 rebounds.

Rugby has high hopes
Three experienced rugby players at the University of Idaho have submitted a proposal to Athletic Director, Lance Greens, to form a rugby team at this institution. Steve Skelly, Tom Davis and Bob Thomas are attempting to have rugby officially recognized as a college sport at the U of I on a trial basis.

Part of their plan is to generate a high level of student interest and participation in rugby. "Student interest," said Steve Skelly, "will only come if our athletic and campus officers with the athletic department." 

Skelly, who played rugby at the U of C in Denver, says the rugby is an extremely "social" sporting event, one in which the traditional separation between spectator and competitor has been overcome. It is tradition in the sport that a party to be held after each game. A party is in which in and off the park take.

"Almost every university and college on the west coast has a rugby team," said Skelly. "Since the team is monitored and interest high, I believe we should consider reactivating the sport." 

The primary need at this time, Skill says, is a rugby player with international experience to help coach the back three.

Students, faculty or Moscow residents interested in the formation of a U of I rugby team are encouraged to contact Skelly, Davis or Thomas at 885-1827 for more information.

Outdoor series
The ASU Outdoor Program is beginning a series of live day cross-country ski lessons. These lessons are free of charge and will be held on Saturdays throughout January and early February. The lessons will be held in the S. J. N. Natural Forest and is open for participation to all students.

Interested students should sign up at the Outdoor Program Center in the Student Union Building.

Vandal football vs. Eastern Washington University
The Vandals will be traveling to the city of Spokane, Washington. They will be challenging the powerful Gonzaga University's Bulldogs. This encounter is a crucial one in the Big Sky Conference. It will be held at Kennedy Pavilion. Game time tonight is 8:05 p.m.
Coach Jarvis of the Vandals is concerned with his team's strategy. The coach noted, "The lack of consistency keeps jumping up and biting us just when we think things are going our way." He also included that, "We must start winning on the road!"

Favre-Coopman, Steve Weiss has regained his old shooting form. With the scoring leader for the fighting Vandal's over 13 games and running fast on Chuck Whip's (1964-65) all time scoring record. He has 3,195 points, compared to 1,135 by Whip. The Vandals' shooting percentages have continued to improve, and rebounding has also shown improvement.

Women's team basketball
Added depth and height plus the experience of returning seniors led to 5-10 forward Darcy Aldrich from Oregon, and 6-1 center Ann Harvey from Anchorage, Alaska, should give a young team some strength for Idaho's women's basketball team. Aldrich attacked their буду for the scoring and rebounding titles later in the season, Whips had 61 points per game average and pulled down 207 rebounds in 17 games. Harvey added an average of 8.7 points and had a total of 177 rebounds.

Rugby has high hopes
Three experienced rugby players at the University of Idaho have submitted a proposal to Athletic Director, Lance Greens, to form a rugby team at this institution. Steve Skelly, Tom Davis and Bob Thomas are attempting to have rugby officially recognized as a college sport at the U of I on a trial basis.

Part of their plan is to generate a high level of student interest and participation in rugby. "Student interest," said Steve Skelly, "will only come if our athletic and campus officers with the athletic department." 

Skelly, who played rugby at the U of C in Denver, says the rugby is an extremely "social" sporting event, one in which the traditional separation between spectator and competitor has been overcome. It is tradition in the sport that a party to be held after each game. A party is in which in and off the park take.

"Almost every university and college on the west coast has a rugby team," said Skelly. "Since the team is monitored and interest high, I believe we should consider reactivating the sport." 

The primary need at this time, Skill says, is a rugby player with international experience to help coach the back three.

Students, faculty or Moscow residents interested in the formation of a U of I rugby team are encouraged to contact Skelly, Davis or Thomas at 885-1827 for more information.

Outdoor series
The ASU Outdoor Program is beginning a series of live day cross-country ski lessons. These lessons are free of charge and will be held on Saturdays throughout January and early February. The lessons will be held in the S. J. N. Natural Forest and is open for participation to all students.

Interested students should sign up at the Outdoor Program Center in the Student Union Building.
Kibbie dome usage requires patience

Students and faculty interested in using the facilities of Kibbie-ASU Activity Center remain patient until the tennis floor is completely finished. The tennis basketball court has been installed and the track and field areas are now receiving the loose dirt. This area will then be applied, but tarmac for the running track and field areas are now receiving the loose dirt. Primarily, it looks like every available minute will be needed to prepare for the Kibbie-ASU basketball games on January 21 and the indoor meet on January 22. The first few of a class and a morning class are now planned for January 26. Students and faculty are asked to please keep it out of the way of the tarmac and track areas.

Further information regarding use of the facilities will be made known in the Argonaut.

Arrangements for basketball games in the center is shown in the diagram.